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LATEST	NEWS

Are	you	attending	ASHG	2019?
Do	not	miss	the	two	exclusive
SOPHiA	symposiums!

Join	 us	 at	 ASHG	 2019	 as	 we	 will	 be	 hosting	 2	 exclusive
talks	 on	 October	 16th	 and	 17th.	 Don't	 miss	 this
opportunity	 to	discover	 the	 latests	 innovations	 in	Exome
Solutions	 and	 how	 partners	 put	 our	 expertise	 to	 use	 to
better	 detect	 hereditary	 disorders.	 Our	 team	 members
will	be	expecting	you	at	booth	#635	and	will	be	providing
SOPHiA	Platform	demos!

View	the	program

PRESS	HIGHLIGHT

BioSpace
SOPHiA	GENETICS	Expands	Executive	Team

with	a	CMO	and	New	CIO

19	September	2019

NEXT	EVENT

ESMO	2019
27	September	-	1	October	2019

Barcelona,	Spain

Spotlight	on	hereditary	cancers

About	 5%	 to	 10%	 of	 all	 cancers	 are	 linked	 to	 gene
mutations	 that	 are	 inherited	 or	 passed	 down	 through
the	 family.	 SOPHiA	Hereditary	Cancer	 Solution	 (HCS)	 is
the	CE-IVD	application	that	accurately	characterizes	the
complex	mutational	 landscape	 of	 the	major	 hereditary
cancer	 disorders,	 such	 as	 breast	 and	 ovarian	 cancer,
Lynch	and	intestinal	polyposis	syndromes.

read	more

New	executive	team	members	join
SOPHiA

SOPHiA	 GENETICS,	 leader	 in	 Data-Driven	 Medicine,
announced	that	Gaëtan	Fraikin	and	Sergei	Yakneen	have
joined	its	executive	team	as	Chief	Marketing	Officer	and
Chief	 Information	 Officer,	 respectively.	 Mr.	 Fraikin	 and
Mr.	 Yakneen	 bring	 decades	 of	 highly	 specialized
experience	from	key	players	in	the	health	tech	industry.

read	more

Meet	our	Community	from	Japan

We	 had	 the	 pleasure	 to	 organize	 our	 latest	 workshop,
entitled	 "SOPHiA	 Exome	 Solutions:	 Accuracy	 in	 Exomic
Variants	 Analysis",	 in	 Tokyo.	 Our	 experts	 and	 partners
discussed	how	to	overcome	the	challenges	of	detecting
rare	diseases	using	exomes	applications.

watch	the	video

CASE	STUDY

SOPHiA's	analytical	power	for	Oncology

Located	in	Nice	in	the	South	of	France,	Centre	Antoine	Lacassagne	is	one	of
the	18	CLCCs	of	 the	UNICANCER	 in	France.	The	 laboratory	 is	specialized	 in
the	diagnostics	of	solids	tumors,	such	as	colon	and	lung	cancers.	Having	one
unique	and	ready-to-use	solution	is	one	of	the	main	reasons	why	they	have
chosen	SOPHiA.	They	also	have	been	able	 to	get	 faster	and	more	accurate
results	 that	 allowed	 them	 to	 reduce	 delay.	 Last	 but	 not	 least,	 they	 are
extremely	thrilled	about	the	support	they	get	from	SOPHiA’s	Team.	

“Thanks	to	the	use	of	SOPHiA,	we	have	been	able	to	reduce	turnaround	time	and	give	our	patients	a	better	diagnosis „
-	Dr.	Gérard	A.	Milano,PhD,	Responsible	Unité	Oncopharmacologie

UPCOMING	EVENTS

ESMO	2019
27	September	-	1	October	2019
Barcelona,	Spain

more	info

JFR	2019
11	-	14	October	2019
Paris,	France

more	info

ASHG	2019
15	-	19	October	2019
Houston,	USA

more	info

AMP	2019
7	-	9	November	2019
Baltimore,	USA

more	info

EMPLOYEE	MOTIVATION

Transforming	a	Passion	for	I.T.	into	a	Career
that	Impacts	Peoples’	Lives

“With	any	 job,	 you	put	 your	 sweat	and	blood	 into	 itand	 in	 the	 end,	 you	 either	 feel	 like	 you’ve	 made	 a
change,	or	you	don’t.	My	work	requires	great	care	and
responsibility,	 but	 with	 that	 responsibility	 comes	 the
feeling	 that	 the	 work	 I	 do	 truly	 matters.	 This	 is
something	 I	 really	 value	 about	 working	 at	 SOPHiA
GENETICS. „

- Alexander	Seeholzer

read	more

IN	THE	PRESS

Swiss	Biotech
SOPHiA	GENETICS	expands	executive	team	with
Chief	Marketing	Officer	and	new	Chief
Information	Officer

20	September	2019

The	Street
SOPHiA	GENETICS	Expands	Executive	Team	With
A	Chief	Marketing	Officer	And	New	Chief
Information	Officer

19	September	2019

Sciences	et	Avenir	-	Hors	Série	IA
"Objectif:	prédire	les	effets	du	traitement"

25	September	2019

WE'RE	HIRING OPEN	JOBS
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